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DISCOVER
THE HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR KITCHENS
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YOUR FUTURE KITCHEN
Obviously, you want a kitchen that you´ll enjoy for a long time. However, it must also be eco-friendly, 100% recyclable
and manufactured in an energy-efficient manner. That´s why we offer you environmentally-friendly kitchen cabinets from
Greenline - without any additional costs.
Greenline kitchen cabinets consist of BioBoard, a lightweight and very sturdy material made with fast-growing plants and
other annual plants. This makes our cabinets up to 30% lighter and we reduce wood usage by up to 37%. The wood in
BioBoard comes from sustainably harvested forests. That's why BioBoard also received PEFC certification. Choose Greenline
so that future generations can enjoy nature as well.

Eco-friendly and
energy-efficient
production

100%
recyclable

Uses natural
resources and
37% less wood

Sheet material
is very sturdy

BioBoard
is PEFC
certified
PEFC/04-31-1776
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FSC
certified
manufacturer
FSC® C131864

CABINET QUALITY
You want to enjoy your new kitchen for years to come - and with
good reason. That's why all of our kitchens come equipped with
19 mm thick shelves and bottoms. Combined with the 8 mm thick,
inset backs joined with screws, this gives our kitchen cabinets
additional stability. Further, we use sustainable, green and
eco-friendly Greenline made of BioBoard that is lightweight (up to
30% lighter) and very sturdy (see page 5).

TECHNICAL FEATURES
The extra deep cabinet sides provide additional space for connections behind the cabinets. The metal hinges are adjustable in all
three dimensions and the kitchen cabinets all feature a continuous

bottom shelf.

EYE FOR DETAIL
The bore holes for all internal adjustable shelves measure 3 millimeter ensuring that the shelves are secured into the cabinet.
The cabinets are waterproof on all sides and glue laminated. On
sink unit the banck panel is pulled forward and removable. Below
the refrigerator and inside the sink cabinets you'll find protective
plates made of aluminium. As you can see, we've thought of everything!

Blumotion silent closing hinges
8 mm thick, inset
and moistureresistant backs
joined with screws

780 mm.

19 mm thick shelves
and bottoms for
additional stability
130 mm.
Fully extendable drawers and pan-drawers

More storage space, less plinth height. Ergonomic worktop

MIX & MATCH CABINET COLOURS
Do you have a special request for the colour of your kitchen cabinets? That´s great! You can choose from 26 different colours for
the inside and outside of your cabinetry. We also can supply the

internal shelves and back panels only in any of these colours.
You, as the consumer, can create a brand new kitchen experience!

N

Bardolia real oak

N

Basalt

Brown wild oak

Carbon

Snow gloss

Daylight grey

Faggio

Terragrey

Grey real oak

Grey wild oak

City nature oak

Kashmir

Magnolia

Nogero

Old wild oak

Sand

Schwarz

Snow

Stone

N

Grigio

N

Tessilo

Titan

Greenline

N

Truffel

Urban wild oak

Weiss

City grey oak

CABINET COLOUR VARIATIONS
You can make your cabinets even more personal:
1. The internal shelves are available in any cabinet colour.
2. The backpanel is available in any cabinet colour.
3. The internal shelves and backpanel can be in any

New colours and fronts
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OUR 9
STANDARD
QUALITY
FEATURES
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8

9

Our kitchens stand for quality, especially when it
comes to kitchen options and user friendliness.
This is also true for durability, materials, and
craftsmanship. That's why our kitchens are
distinguished by the following 9 quality features:
(1) pan-drawers with sides made of 8mm thick
smoked safety glass.
(2) extra sturdy shelves and bottoms with 19 mm
thickness
(3) option (with no extra charge) for eco-friendly
Greenline cabinets (see page 5)
(4) concealed hanging systems
(5) selection from 26 cabinet colours
(6) protective plates made from aluminium in the
bottom of thr refrigerator, freezer and sink
units.
(7) option (with no extra charge) for a 65 cm deep
worktop
(8) Blum door hinges with integrated soft-stop
(9) XTend cabinets for built-in appliances, with
special sized doors that don´t need a filler
panel

7
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1

2

3

YOUR 9
ADDITIONAL
OPTIONS
The ideal kitchen looks different for every individual.
That's why, in addition to our 9 quality features, we
also offer 9 additional options. This way, you can
incorporate your personal preferences into every
aspect of your dream kitchen:

4

5

7

8

6
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9

(1) a continuous interplay of lines flows along the
doors and sides
(2) various drawer systems (also made of wood)
(3) glass industrial style doors, with glass
shelving upon request
(4) various integrated waste disposal systems
(5) various and practical internal storage
systems
(6) integrated LED lighting inside
(7) customisable drawer dividers
(8) automatic door openers
(9) in the corner units

ENDLESS MIXES OF COLOURS AND STYLES

POSSIBILITIES
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CREATE YOUR OWN UNIQUE COMBINATION
The colour, style and detail of the cabinet fronts determine the look of your kitchen. And because
tastes vary to the extreme, we offer you the largest selection of fronts. Choose from more than
3,600 possible combinations. Do you prefer a bright, neutral or dark colour?

Would you like a brushed or sandblasted finish? Or would you prefer a completely matte or
glossy front? Leaning towards a decorative fluting, a border or a completely smooth surface?
You decide, because it is your kitchen, after all.

MORE THAN 3,600 POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS
CHOOSE FROM OVER 80 UNIQUE COLOURS
11 rotpunktkuechen.de

STURDY MATERIALS WITH A TOUCH OF GOLD ALL BELONG TO

CITY CHIQUE
12 rotpunktkuechen.de

1

HORIZON ZEROX
BLACK PM | BLACK HPL XT

Black in combination with a wooden breakfast-bar (3) on the peninsular. Very special on this kitchen is the use of two different materials: Base
units with veneered doors painted in black (1) and wall units with matt black HPL Xtreme doors, a material with an anti-fingerprint surface.
The wood grain on the base unit doors is vertical but the milled grooves are horizontal - this gives a very modern effect. The open shelves on
the back of the peninsular perfectly blend in with an open-plan living. With the black aluminium open shelf you can create an even more avantgarde style for this kitchen.

2

3

4
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TREND: DISPLAY CABINET

NEW
SHERWOOD
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LED LIGHTING

ZEROX IRON
GOLDRUSH KQ | SHERWOOD BRONX SY

Robust, yet filigree. Assertive, yet warm. That's the best description for these beautiful kitchens in industrial chic. The cabinet fronts ooze
character in trendy Goldrush and Sherwood. For a lovely atmosphere, look to the industrial glass cabinets and the display cabinet. The
extra-deep worktop simplifies turning and cleaning the faucet. The hanging systems for shelving is not only practical, but also features clear
lines. The integrated LED lighting offers just the right amount of illumination, so that you'll feel right at home in this stylish kitchen!
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1

2

PATCHY JEWEL

YOU CLASS

SHERWOOD MANHATTAN SY | PEARL TITANE PS

SNOW MX | SNOW VI

This kitchen will undoubtedly be the new focus of your home. The combination of fronts in
differing colours and dark metal tones provides a clear and ambient appeal, which are
accentuated by the black skirt rails. Thanks to the industrial hanging system with panels (1)
you'll have more than enough space for your favourite dishes or cookbook collection. With the
XTend kitchen cabinets (2) no space is wasted above the integrated kitchen equipment.
Plus, your guests can enjoy a glass of wine in the cosy seating area while you prepare the meal.
It's pure enjoyment!

Matt and gloss meet in this modern kitchen – both in the colour Snow. The island is semihandleless with an integrated J-profile in a matt lacquered finish. The doors on the tall units
are made of high-gloss glass laminate with a deep mirror effect. The contrast with the chunky
black handles highlights this effect even more and this colour is repeated on the plinth, shelf
holders and the support for the breakfast bar.
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1

KARO LUXIO
CITY GREY OAK FM | TERRA GREY LX

A special combination in grey. The island is made of melamine doors in the colour City Grey Oak. The doors have a small 20mm wide frame that
allows a very modern interpretation of a framed door. The thin worktops underlines the modern look of these doors. Tall units are in matt
lacquered door in the colour Terra Grey. The black accessories as plinth, handles and shelf supports are the link of the two grey tones.

2
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INSPIRATION BEGINS WITH LOOKING AND ENDS IN A

TREND
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GLASS CABINETS

CRYSTAL GLASS DOOR

DIFFUSE GLASS DOOR

CHIMNEY GLASS DOOR

FACTORY GLASS DOOR

QUADRAT GLASS DOOR

BLACK FRAME

BLACK FRAME

BLACK FRAME

BLACK FRAME

BLACK FRAME

In love with your dishes and want
to admire them, even when they're
stored in the cabinet? Then choose
the crystal clear Crystal Glass. This
glass type is also available in
brushed stainless steel look.

Compared with Crystal Glass,
Diffuse Glass is somewhat more
matte, allowing less light through.
It retains the ambience of glass,
but slightly conceals the objects
behind the glass cabinet doors.
This glass type is also available in
brushed stainless steel look.

Chimney Glass is a type of glass
that lives up to its name. It's rustcoloured, so you can't see what lies
behind the glass. Elegant and
practical, it lends your kitchen an
uncluttered look. This glass type is
also available in brushed stainless
steel look.

Does your kitchen have a classic
character? Then the cabinet doors
with Factory Glass are the perfect
fit. The diagonal lines give the
whole a calm demeanor. Further, it
has a stylish manner of hiding away
items in the cabinets. This glass
type is also available in brushed
stainless steel look.

Quadrat Glass in the kitchen cabinets
is an easy way to give your kitchen
an eye-catching look. The glass,
consisting of blocks, ensures a trendy
atmosphere, while also diffusing
some light into your kitchen cabinets.
This glass type is also available with
brushed stainless steel look.
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LET YOUR KITCHEN SHINE WITH LED LIGHTING
You are surely aware of the many benefits of LED lighting.
They are energy-saving and have a long service life. What you may
not know, perhaps, is that you can transform a cool cooking
opportunity into a brilliantly-coloured kitchen with LED illumination.
The biggest advantage of LED lighting is that it can be integrated
into your kitchen in so many ways. You can choose from a horizontal
(1) or vertical (2) LED lighting, as well as a round (3) or square (4)
variation. We integrate LED lighting into cabinets with glass
shelving (5). We install uplighting and downlighting.

–
+
d
dimmable

tunable
white

LED lights illuminate both, the worksurface and also the interior
of the cabinets (6). We also install LED lighting under the worktops, so that this part of your kitchen will also be highlighted.

(CORDLESS) OPERATION
Yet another bonus with LED lighting is that you can choose the
quantity (7) and colour of the light. Operate with a normal switch
or dimmer, as well as a capacitor switch, remote control or via WiFi
using an app. Basically, if you want to brighten up your kitchen,
then go for LED lighting!

WiFi
connect
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efficiënt
Energy
efficiency
energielabel
rating

THE ART OF OMISSION, THAT’S CHARACTERISTIC OF

LESS IS MORE
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WANT A KITCHEN WITHOUT HANDLES?

1

2

3

4

We understand why our unique, handleless kitchens are so popular. By integrating the handles
into the cabinets, we have created a modern and minimalist kitchen with clean lines. This
provides for a calm environment. Another benefit of our handleless kitchen is the large
assortment of possibilities, ensuring that the finish always fits your kitchen. Will you decide,

5

6

7

for example, between handle rail ersetzen in stainless steel or the colour of the cabinet
streichen? It's your kitchen, so you decide what you want. Almost all of our kitchen series are
available in a handleless design.

MORE THAN

160

POSSIBILITIES
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XXL HANDLES

1

DESIGN
CABINET

NEW
CONTINUOUS LINES
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POWER SLASH
POWER LX SNOW G78S

Thanks to this beautiful kitchen, the word 'design' takes on a whole new meaning. Everything was considered down to the last detail. Just look
at the island. The extra thin worktop gives the kitchen an elegant finesse. The handles are integrated into the cabinets, so that continuous line
run uninterrupted around the corners. But that's not all. The wall panels are equipped with horizontal LED lighting (1), the upper cabinets feature
square LED spotlights (2) and the exposed set of drawers (3) gives the kitchen a trendy look. Combined with the extra tall cabinet wall with
extra long vertical handles (4) you'll understand exactly why this kitchen is at the top of so many people's wish list.

2

1

2

3

3
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ZEROX FAGGIO

ZEROX POWER

DAYLIGHT GREY FM | FAGGIO HPL XT | BLUE STEEL KQ

SNOW FM | CARBON LX

BLUE STEEL

Your kitchen can be so beautiful when you combine colours! The island has the same wood
colour as the back wall. It's an excellent fit with the subtle grey tones of the wall cabinet with
built-in appliances and the upper cabinets in Blue Steel look. The worktop, which varies in
thickness, is a real eye catcher with its playful air. Furthermore, this kitchen was designed with
comfort in mind. The cabinets are made of easy-to-clean HPL XT laminate, the waste disposal
area can be opened hands-free (1) and the open designer drawers (2) are easy to access. To
top it all off, the cabinets are the same colour inside and out!

This striking kitchen shows that snow white and carbon mix very well. The island showcases
how elegantly this mix harmonises. The fresh colour of the worktops continues along
the sides and underneath, which is further reflected in the wall cabinet. The open spaces in
the island and cabinet offer you the option of lending your own personal flair to your kitchen.
Showcase your brand-new coffee maker, trendy wine glasses or photos of the family. Or, go for
a rocket-shaped kettle. It's your kitchen, so let your imagination run free.
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IRON ZEROX
BROWN STEEL KQ | CITY NATURE OAK FM

Brown Steel and City Nature Oak - a big contrast that perfectly fits. The light and natural wood effect is highlited by the contrast with the dark
tall units in Brown Steel. These laminated doors have a metal-look and a textured surface. On the island you have two different working heights,
the darker part of it allows even more storage space and has a lower plinth. The glass units on the left allow to show your glasses and china,
different glass options are available here to create different effects.
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QUATTRO ZEROX
BLACK PM | BLACK HPL XT

This kitchen is the ultimate in elegance. It's proof that less is still more. This is achieved through a few refined details. For example, the side
panels on the island (1) are made of luxurious wood. The doors of the tall wall cabinet and island consist of HPL EXTREME material (2), which
provides an extremely matte appearance, and also provides numerous advantages over conventional kitchen doors. The material comes with
anti-fingerprint technology, which makes it easier to clean.

1

2
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TAILORMADE FOR EVERYBODY

REVOLUTIONARY

NEW DIMENSIONS | 13CM EXTRA | + 16% EXTRA

With our "New Dimensions" we add an additional design option to our kitchen ranges. People
get taller - that´s a fact. The "New Dimensions" are the answer to the demand for a bigger and
more ergonomic working height. There is a also a trend for thin worksurfaces - "New Dimensions" is the perfect solution, the cabinet height of 91cm in combination with a 20mm worktop
and 50mm plinth gives you a working height of 98cm. If a even higher working height is requested you can easily change the plinth height to 70mm. "New Dimensions" is a selection of 91cm

high base units. This means an extra sotrage space of 13 cm (16%) compared with the standard
base units in 78cm height. If you compare this with kitchen cabinets in height 72cm it´s actually
26% more storage space. The "New Dimensions" base units offer an additional shelf compared
to the standard height - more useable storage space again. Thin worktops and small plinth help
not to waste storage space.
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PURE
LUXURY
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OUR DRAWERS
Drawers have a big impact on the look of your kitchen. That´s why our drawer boxes are available in wood, metal and with extra high glass sides. Our metal Zircon drawer system is cutting-edge technology and supplied in the colour anthracite. Of course, we´ve also thought of user friendliness. That´s why our drawers come standard with a soft-close system. And because they fully extend out,
everything is within easy reach.

NEW

NEW

EXPOSED DRAWERS

ZIRCON 950

ZIRCON 1400

WOOD

New! The open design drawers lend a
premium look to your kitchen. Not only do
they look fantastic, they also give you a clear
overview of their contents.

Very modern drawer system in anthracite
with smoked glass sides. This drawer system
is made by Grass and of course we offer
colour matching accessories for the drawers.

For those who want more. The drawer system
Zircon 1400 is also in anthracite with smoked
glass sides. As the mechanic of the drawer
box fits in the small metal frame, nearly the
full side of the pan-drawer is made of glass.

This sturdy wood drawers are a feast for the
eyes. The bottom is equipped with an
anti-skid layer. Available with matching
cutlery dividers.
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EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE, CHOOSE AND CREATE YOUR OWN STYLE

INDIVIDUAL
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1

INFORMA
DAYLIGHT GREY MX | ZEROX NOGERO XT

Can you see yourself standing in this lovely kitchen? Notice how subtly the table is integrated into the island (1) and how the handles in the
cabinet door (2) are incorporated! The side panels and the top of the half-height back wall are extra thin, and the handles are recessed into the
doors. The extra tall wall cabinet in wood design is complimented a vertical handle and the doors feature hinges from the premium Blum brand
(3). The sink cabinet has a waterproof aluminium bottom (4). Just imagine how much storage space this kitchen offers. Beautiful and practical
at the same time!

2

3

4
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QUADRAT GLASS

NEW
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HOME
WHITE MX

This kitchen is a classic with a modern twist. Thanks to the authentic Quadrat Glass in the glass cabinet (1), one is reminded of an English manor
house. This feeling is reinforced through the modern decorative moulding atop the kitchen wall cabinets (2), black handles (3) and glass shelves
(4) in the cabinets. The kitchen has a striking appearance with a black skirt rail and black wall shelf. A lovely exemplar of kitchen beauty.
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REGINA

SAVIO

CARBON

STONE HL

This dark kitchen is clear and stylish. The dark colour makes it a real eye catcher. The clarity
of this kitchen is emphasised by the fashionable dark handles. Would you prefer a different
handle? No problem. We offer more than 100 options. The light worktops combined with the
dark colour of the kitchen creates a distinct and attractive ensemble.

Fresh, bright, offering lots of space and perfectly crafted. This is the description that this
kitchen deserves. With the generous corner design and upper cabinets, this kitchen provides
exactly the extra storage space you've been looking for. This wonderful corner layout is equipped
with strong decorative moulding (1), which gives the kitchen even more character. Want to perfect
this kitchen? Then let the luxurious details (2) in the entire kitchen come into view.
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1

ZEROX
TERRA GREY HPL XT

The tall units and the big island on this kitchen are made with doors in HPL Xtreme, an extra matt laminate which is very hard wearing and
"anti-fingerprint". The cabinets and open shelvings are made in the same colour as the doors, Terra Grey. On picture (1) and (2) you can see a
custom made shelving system with integrated lights that allows for storage space and decorative items. Same as with the open shelves on the
back of the island (3) and the wall shelf with black frames (4) this creates a very cosy atmosphere.
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ERGO
SNOW MX

This modern kitchen is distinguished by class and a relaxed vibe. This is in part due to the wooden drawers and drawer layout (1). Do you like
the elegant knobs on the fronts (2)? The 65 cm deep worktop (3) offers you additional workspace and makes it easier to clean the space
behind the faucet. Furthermore, the hanging cabinets feature decorative moulding (4), which rounds off this magnificent kitchen with an elegant
look. Good to know: the fronts are available in various colours and combinations!
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WE IDENTIFY TRENDS AND WE STRIVE FOR

PERFECTION
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MORE THAN 100 HANDLES
When it comes to kitchens, the handles on the front are the cherry on top. The right handles can give your kitchen the perfect look. With over
100 options, we offer you the largest selection of handles. Choose from various shapes and styles, from knobs and bow-type handles to
shell-type handles and ring pulls. From rigid and designer to modern and nostalgic. Naturally, you can also select the material and the colour.
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PRACTICAL STORAGE
The ideal kitchen is beautiful and user friendly. You should have
enough space for storing your cooking utensils. That's why, in
addition to our standard shelves in the kitchen, we offer you the
following practical storage possibilities:
1 Interior drawers and cabinet drawers (large drawers). Available
in all drawer types and always cleverly concealed behind a door.

4 Separate waste disposal bins, so that you can do your part in
helping the environment.
5 Open niche with pull-out drawers, where you could store your
coffee maker for an easy pull to operate and then simply push
it back into the cabinet once finished.

2 Apothecary cabinet. An ideal solution for storing large quantities.
Thanks to the pull-out drawers, everything is within easy reach.

6 Practical storage system in the hanging cabinets. You can easily
access kitchen utensils higher up or in the back without having
to use a ladder.

3 User-friendly storage solutions for cookware and cleaning
utensils.

7 Various drawer dividers, which you can customise for style and
colour to fit in with your kitchen's character.
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FROM NOSTALGIC TO SLEEK DESIGN, IT'S ALL POSSIBLE WITH

WOOD
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1

MELODY ZEROX
PASTEL SMOKE-SIERRADO | SNOW FM

This kitchen is perfect for wood lovers! The modern, white island is equipped with a cook and sink section as well as a dishwasher. The island
is combined with a beautiful, large wall cabinet, which features all the necessary built-in appliances like a combination oven and a large
refrigerator/freezer. The wooden front of the wall cabinet is distinguished by a coarse texture (1). The open niche in the wall cabinet (2) gives
the kitchen a playful effect. The handle (3) fits perfectly with the rustic character of the fronts. Because the handleless island has a thin
worktop and thin bracing (4) the kitchen has a very clean look.
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LIVING
WHITE (H)

You can smell the freshly baked apple pie in this stylish wood kitchen! The fronts with slats and stylish knobs lend the aesthetic a very authentic
charm. The beauty of this is that you can choose the fronts according to your own tastes. For example, you can choose a course texture for a
vintage look. This kitchen has an imposing wall cabinet and lovely wall shelves, so there won't be any shortage of storage space. The slats
around the built-in appliances, cabinets and sides give this kitchen a rustic allure.
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SYMPHONY

LIVING

PASTEL LOAM BRUSHED

BLACK BRUSHED

Is it a living room, or a kitchen? It's a live-in kitchen! It's also rustic, thanks to its wooden fronts
with large grain (1). The tall cabinets are built into the wall and equipped with built-in appliances
with Paronamadesign (2). The island has an open lower cabinet and a bar/seating area for your
partner or child. What's better than cooking with some pleasant conversation?

Behind this kitchen with a linear layout is a sophisticated plan. The plan is to lend a rustic flair
in every aspect. That's why the vent hood and kitchen fronts feature the same material, and
the worktop is extra thick. The handles are perfectly integrated. It's no wonder that this kitchen
features a straight wall shelf and massive braces. Admit it, this is one perfect ensemble!
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NEW
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LIVING ROOM
FURNITURE AND
LIVING ROOM FURNITURE
Wouldn't it be nice if your kitchen and living area were better
harmonised with one another? We make it possible! We have
various options to this end, from floating lower cabinets to
massive metal frames. Do you like your wooden drawers in the
kitchen? You can integrate this into your living room furniture.

UTILITY ROOMS
You spend almost as much time doing laundry as preparing meals,
so why not enjoy the same aesthetic in the laundry room? We can
provide your laundry facilities with the same style as your kitchen
and/or wall cabinets in your living room. Complete with various
cabinets to store your utensils. Further, the washing machine and
dryer don't sit on the floor. Rather, they are positioned higher at
working height, so that it's not only visually stunning, it's also
practical and user-friendly.
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INTERNATIONAL PERFECTION
Rotpunkt has been recognised internationally for over 75 years as a quality brand for premium kitchens. Choose a kitchen
from Rotpunkt and you'll have a durable kitchen with long service life that offers you lots of comfort and enjoyment for years
to come. Kitchens with a large assortment of colours, materials and sizes. Equipped with the latest technology and a high
level of user friendliness thanks to the many practical solutions. Rotpunkt stands for international perfection.
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£ 5,95
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